Episode 207: “The Three Pigs” - Activity 37

Go on a “rosado (pink) hunt” in your house. Tell your child that the object of the game is to find as many things that are rosado (pink) as possible. Give your child a pad of paper and a pencil and tell him/her to write down or make sketches of the things that he/she finds. Tell your child that you will also be hunting for things colored rosado (pink). Set a timer for five minutes and engage in the hunt separately. At the end of five minutes, meet up with your child and compare lists. Walk around the house looking at the objects that you each included on your respective lists. Be sure to tell the color (rosado/pink) of the object as you discuss it. Discuss similarities and differences in your lists. Discuss where most pink objects were found and why that might be.

Extend the activity by expanding the number of colors (rojo/red, verde/green, azul/blue, amarillo/yellow, morado/purple, negro/black, rosado/pink, blanco/white, anaranjado/orange) for which you are hunting. Teach your child how to organize his/her paper for easy recording of the found objects by color designation.